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For years, we‟ve heard that a majority of acquisitions 

fail to create value for the buyer.   However, every 

year, companies pour considerable time, effort and 

capital into just that – making acquisitions.  What 

would cause so many companies to pursue a strategy 

that research has repeatedly said doesn‟t work?  

Could it simply be management hubris – „My Com-

pany‟s different… I‟ll make it work‟?   

 

Our findings in the Industrial Machinery industry 

suggest that in fact a strategy of pursuing and exe-

cuting acquisitions can set you apart as a value crea-

tor over the long term.   

 

We focused on the Industrial Machinery industry, a 

collection of 37 companies including well known ac-

quisitive companies such as Danaher, IDEX and Do-

ver, as well as less acquisitive companies such as 

Lincoln Electric, Donaldson and Tecumseh.  We re-

viewed the acquisition history of each company from 

1994 through 2009 and compared this to the total 

shareholder returns (TSR) over the period.   

 

Tests were conducted with and without the compa-

nies that ceased to exist during the study period and 

the results were substantially the same, so this sum-

mary of our findings includes all companies that 

were public for even part of the study period. 

    

While this is a relatively small study and care should 

be taken to not extrapolate these findings across all 

industries at all points in time, it does provide some 

interesting perspectives that may have applicability 

in other situations. 

 

 

Empirical Findings in Industrial Machinery 

 

In an average year, these companies invested 6.8% of 

their revenue in acquisitions.  We‟ve classified com-

panies as „acquisitive‟ in a given year, based on 

whether their aggregate acquisition intensity, or dol-

lars spent on acquisitions as a percent of revenue, 

exceeded this industry average. 

Next, the companies were divided into three equally 

sized groups based on the frequency of “acquisitive 

years”.  For companies with the same number of 

years, they were ranked based on average acquisition 

intensity.  Companies were classified as: 

 

 Rare Acquirers 
 

 Occasional Acquirers 
 

 Serial Acquirers 

 

The results show that the Serial Acquirers generated 

the highest total shareholder returns by a fairly wide 

margin, with the other groups being very similar.   

 

While this research suggests that Serial Acquirers 

create more value for shareholders than companies 

that make rare or occasional acquisitions, the ques-

tion is, “how did they do it?”  
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Our client work over the years suggests that much of 

the value creation by Serial Acquirers is derived from 

having more established processes for identifying 

targets, performing due diligence, pricing the trans-

action and integrating the business after the acquisi-

tion.  In fact, for many of these companies, M&A it-

self has become a core competency.   

 

When reviewing the data on frequency, we found 

there were Rare, Occasional and Serial Acquirers 

that invested in very large deals, but there were com-

panies in each category without any blockbuster 

years as well.  So does transaction size affect success? 

 

To address this, we examined average acquisition 

intensity, or the average annual acquisition invest-

ment as a percent of revenue over the full study pe-

riod.  We again formed three equally sized groups.   

 

 Small Acquirers 
 

 Medium Acquirers 
 

 Large Acquirers 

    

The results show that the Small Acquirers (bolt on 

acquisitions) and Large Acquirers (transformational 

acquisitions) generated the highest total shareholder 

returns and the poorest performers were the Medium 

Acquirers.   

 

Why?  Perhaps these medium sized acquisitions are 

harder to integrate than bolt on acquisitions yet are 

not large enough to transform the business and add 

adequate value. 

 

Lessons Learned: M&A Strategy & Planning 

 

These findings should be very encouraging to those 

executives who have always suspected that M&A 

could deliver value.  The ultimate question is. “how 

you are going to build the competencies necessary to 

succeed in M&A?” 

 

It starts with strategy and planning: 

 

 What direction is my product market going?  

Are there trends emerging that we can‟t ful-

fill as efficiently or in sufficient time to re-

main competitive? 

 

 What are our investor‟s expectations for our 

business?  Can we deliver this performance 

on our own or do we need to seek outside op-

portunities to close gaps? 

 

 What list of companies could close these prod-

uct and capital market gaps?   

 

 What expectations are currently priced into 

their share price (or asking price if it‟s a pri-

vate company)?   

 

 Could I deliver sufficient synergies to justify 

a premium above that level of performance or 

are the expectations already too high? 

 

Start by asking the above questions and developing a 

target list of opportunities.  Then, begin a formal on-

going process of monitoring performance, valuation 

and expectations.  By taking these steps, manage-

ment will be better prepared to take advantage of 

opportunities when they arise.  As with many aspects 

of business, a proactive strategy can deliver more 

value in the long-term. 
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M&A Strategy & Planning 

Fortuna Advisors Can Help 
 

Do you understand how much growth investment you 

need to meet and exceed investor expectations? 

Have you clearly identified the business areas you are 

willing to consider for acquisitive growth? 

Do you maintain an ongoing target list of opportunities 

and monitor performance, valuation and expectations? 

 

 

We are experts in value based strategic planning. 

 

We collaborate on corporate development, capital  

deployment, business portfolio review and valuation to 

assist management in developing and implementing 

strategic plans to drive the share price higher! 

 

Contact Fortuna Advisors 

(212) 786-7363 

info@fortuna-advisors.com 
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